Detection of B19 parvovirus in human fetal tissues by electron microscopy.
We present the electron microscopy observations on samples from 38 pregnancies that were investigated for B19 parvovirus infection. Thirty-four had resulted in fetal loss thought to be due to a virus infection and 22 of the 38 were positive for B19 parvovirus in one or more of the tissues. Twenty-one placentas and 75 fetal tissue samples were examined. Fresh samples were investigated by immune electron microscopy while formalin-fixed tissues were examined as thin sections and by negative staining of tissue extracts with direct electron microscopy. Electron microscopy was more sensitive on fresh than on fixed samples. The ultrastructural observations on thin sections of fixed tissues yielded new information locating B19 parvovirus particles in both nucleus and cytoplasm of infected fetal cells. The diagnostic results of the range of electron microscopy assays were compared with those of two hybridization methods. The fresh samples yielded comparable results from electron microscopy and hybridisation assays but on formalin-fixed materials hybridisation was more sensitive.